Diagram of tiger

To create this article, 40 people, some anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time. This
article has been viewed , times. Learn more What's a big cat with stripes that doesn't meow? It's
certainly not Garfield! Here's a quick tutorial on how to draw a tiger! To draw a tiger, sketch the
head using a large circle, then draw another circle inside of that one to serve as the snout. Add
2 round-cornered triangles for the ears, a diamond shape for the nose, an inverted Y shape for
the mouth, and 2 small circles for the eyes. Each of the 4 legs should be made of 3 long ovals,
then add on a long, slightly rounded tail. For tips on drawing just the face of a tiger, read on! Did
this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world
continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us
to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our
work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private
browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an
account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree
to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article
Explore this Article methods. Tips and Warnings. Related Articles. Article Summary. Author Info
Last Updated: January 24, Method 1 of Draw a few basic shapes to start. Sketch the head using
a large circle and within that draw another to serve as the snout. Add circular facial guidelines
to help you with features in subsequent steps. Draw two round-cornered triangles for the ears
and another smaller set of triangles inside that. Draw a diamond shape for the nose and an
inverted "Y" shape for the mouth. Add in two small circles for the eyes. Draw three ovals as
guides for the body. Draw a small one for the neck and two large ones for the body. Add in three
large ovals for each leg. Put a small circle for each foot, with small ovals for the paws. Add in
two lines for the tail. They should be thicker at the base, tapering off to a slightly rounded end.
Sketch in the details. Add fur, whiskers, and claws. Don't forget the tiger's trademark stripes!
Outline the image and color it in! Method 2 of Draw an inverted triangle with two lines at both
sides for the nose. Based on the outline, draw the tiger head make the jagged lines when
drawing the tiger to make it look like fur. Not really, no! You may find it a bit difficult if you've
not drawn much before, but if you follow the instructions and practice drawing every day, you'll
get your tiger done better than you probably thought you ever could. Not Helpful 49 Helpful To
make it cuter, enlarge the eyes and just make them look nice -- not super mean. To make it
attacking, try to find out how to draw the rest of the body and have it lying down on whatever
you want it to be attacking, with claws out and mouth open, exposing its teeth. Not Helpful 17
Helpful Add lots of detail and don't press hard with your pencil. Then, you can rub it out easily
without leaving marks. Not Helpful 33 Helpful Use an eraser that does not leave dark traces. I
recommend the Tikky 20 eraser. Not Helpful 34 Helpful Not Helpful 38 Helpful Just keep trying,
and when you think it's good, there you have it. Not Helpful 35 Helpful How do I know where to
draw the little triangles on the face when the instructions move so fast? You can put them
wherever you want, but try to make each side the same. You can also pause and play whenever
you want. If you have a computer, use your space bar to play then pause. Not Helpful 16 Helpful
Yes, just simply draw it with less detail and make it more cartoonish. As you become more
comfortable drawing your tiger you can slowly add more and more detail. Not Helpful 6 Helpful
Both types full body and head would probably be considered beginner tutorials. Not Helpful 24
Helpful If you do it digitally, you can copy and paste, then flip it. On paper, it'll be a bit more
difficult. Not Helpful 15 Helpful Include your email address to get a message when this question
is answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Draw lightly
in pencil so that you can easily rub out mistakes. Helpful 66 Not Helpful Helpful 53 Not Helpful
Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. Related
wikiHows How to. How to. Co-authors: Updated: January 24, Categories: Drawing Big Cats.
Article Summary X To draw a tiger, sketch the head using a large circle, then draw another
circle inside of that one to serve as the snout. In other languages Italiano: Disegnare una Tigre.
Deutsch: Einen Tiger zeichnen. Bahasa Indonesia: Menggambar Harimau. Nederlands: Een
tijger tekenen. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Did this
article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our
cookie policy. About This Article. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to
receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been
helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a
decade. Let's do this! Posted by Tigers-World Jan 16, Information 0. Tigers are the largest cats
in the world. However, the size of each particular subspecies depends on several factors like
habitat, climate, food, prey and so on. Tigers have a body design that allows them to move
along gracefully. They are also incredibly fast when it comes to hunting their prey or getting
themselves out of the way of danger. A full grown tiger can be up to 11 feet in length and weigh
as much as pounds. They have a very muscular build too which helps them to take down prey

that is many types heavier than they are. The females are smaller than the males for all of the
different species of tigers, which is an indicator of sexual dimorphism in this species. Tigers are
vertebrates; this means that they have a backbone that supports their body and starts at the
skull and ends at the tip of the tail, acting as a flexible central support for the rib cage and
limbs. The skeleton is composed of bones, therefore, attached by joints. In the end, more than
bones build an active and flexible structure that allows the performance of more than muscles.
They have a big skull with a rounded shape and powerful jaws. In fact, the lower jaw is almost
straight. They have seven vertebrae in the neck, seven lumbar vertebrae, 13 thoracic vertebrae
and three sacral vertebrae. Its clavicle is small, which favors the execution of larger movements.
Each bone in the back of a tiger plays an essential role while moving and even in their behavior.
For example, when an individual opens their jaws to growl, wag their tails, or crouches in wait
for the ideal moment to jump, particular sets of muscles pull at several specific bones. The
whole skeleton constitutes about 20 percent of the total weight of a tiger. They have a broad,
short head over a rather thick neck. Despite being somewhat robust, they are tremendously
agile when hunting and have no problem swimming or climbing. The most striking external
characteristic of tigers, in addition to his large fangs, is perhaps its beautiful orange or golden
fur with dark vertical stripes. This pattern of stripes, evident in their coat, is unique in each
specimen, and the background coloration varies according to the subspecies, that is, it may be
lighter or darker orange, and the stripes may appear broader or narrower. For example, tigers
located in Southeast Asia tend to show more streaks than other tigers. Also, they have a white
circle behind the ears, which are believed to work as elements to express aggression or as fake
eyes to predators. Their stripe pattern is similar to the way our fingerprints makes each one of
us unique; This is how researchers can identify them during observation in a natural habitat
setting. The way how their stripes are in the coat though serves a purpose that is well beyond
basic identification. It is the way in which they can successfully camouflage in the wild from
predators, and it is also one of the most useful tools they have for sneaking up on prey. Not all
Tigers have a background orange color, for example, the white tigers that feature black stripes
and blue eyes are the result of a gene mutation in the coloring, and it rarely occurs in the wild.
However, due to their popularity, they are intentionally bred in some zoos. The existence of
white tigers implies the lack of a recessive gene that gives them a coat of very clear or almost
whitish background, often considered white. The White tigers are not albino since they retain
their dark stripes and their eyes present a blue color and not pink or red, as would be expected
in an albino specimen. The tail, which measures about 1 meter in length, is slightly thick with
fringes. Its function is to maintain the balance of the body, especially when an individual turns
abruptly. The eyes contain a circular pupil, and the iris is yellow except for the white specimens.
Numerous papillae cover the tongue, resulting in a rough texture to the touch. Both the legs and
the shoulder regions of tigers are extremely muscular and powerful, which gives them the
ability to subdue various types of prey instantly. They also have paws which help them to climb
and to grasp things being the ones of males larger than those of the females. Interestingly, they
have the hind legs longer than the front legs which also help to increase the jumping ability. In
the latter they have long retractable claws attached to the five fingers; The back legs only have
four fingers. The four legs have pads similar to those of domestic cats, which allow them to
stalk their prey silently. White tigers have pink pads. Their claws are extremely sharp. From the
five claws they have on each front foot, the first one never touches the ground. They sometimes
scratch their claws against the trees probably to keep them sharp. They have heterodont
dentition where the long canines of 2. They have pressure-sensitive nerves which are ideal to
give the fatal bite in the vertebrae of their prey. In total, their mouth has 30 dental pieces.
Hearing The ear is the sharpest and best-developed sense of Tigers and plays an important part
during their hunting activities. In general, cats have better capabilities than humans to perceive
acute sounds, up to 60 kHz. Tigers have a maximum sensitivity of Hz and can hear infrasounds
that a person can not listen. Sight Another significant advantage of Tigers is their eyesight.
They can see just as well as humans during the day. However, at night their capacity is six
times better than ours making much easier to them sneak up on their prey. Their vision is
binocular because of the position of the eyes on each side of the head. This feature facilitates
the calculation of distances to their prey. They have more rod cells than cone cells; This means
that their vision in the dark is excellent and useful for detecting movements. Like other animals,
it has behind the retina a structure called tapetum lucidum that amplifies light signals and
consequently improves the night vision. Smell In contrast to the ear, their sense of smell is not
very sharp, so it does not play
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a significant role in hunting. However, it is useful for detecting odorous signs from other tigers.
They have a modest amount of olfactory cells in the nose and an olfactory bulb in the brain.
Taste Within their oral cavity, they have only a few hundred taste buds that are few compared to
the thousands present in the tongue of a human, but some think that they can perceive salty,
acid and bitter flavors. It is not sure that they can taste sweet flavors. Touch Regarding their
sense of touch, the skin or the vibrissae, commonly called whiskers, are the ways to perceive it.
All Tigers have five types of vibrissae with sensory nerves to orient themselves, detect dangers
and attack. Also, the face has sensitive neurons that detect changes in air pressure when an
object pass. Ronald Tilson, Philip J. Academic Press, Hemanta Mishra. External anatomy of an
adult tiger. Denture of an adult tiger. Previous Siberian Tiger Laying Isolated. Next Tiger
Coloring Page. About The Author. Related Posts.

